Today’s ideas on
newsletters and marketing

DON’T LET

your customers get away

Welcome

W

elcome to
another
edition of
Letterazzi, in which
we continue our
discussions on
various aspects of
marketing.
A considerable number of our clients are
professional people, some of whom were
most hesitant to be involved in marketing
when we first met them.
It’s easy to fall into the fallacy of thinking
that if you do a good job, the word will
get around and clients will come on their
own accord. What’s more, past customers
will come back to you for more work when
they’re ready.
One of the most common statements
made in busy times is that they don’t need
to advertise.
Unfortunately busy times tend not to last
forever and past clients tend to forget
you and be wooed by the competition,
so some level of marketing is essential if a
business is to last beyond boom times.
These professional organisations are
realising that marketing doesn’t have
to be pushy and undignified. It can be
a sophisticated approach of educating
prospective clients on how challenges can
be resolved, through providing them with
technical information and case studies. All
sorts of approaches are possible.
If you’re in a bind as to what you can do
in the way of a marketing strategy we’re
happy to help. We offer a free situational
analysis to ascertain your challenges and
we then give suggestions as to how your
marketing could be approached.
If you have a need, do feel welcome to call.
Howard Wilcockson
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Search engine becomes
‘fussier’ in ranking websites

W

e received information just
recently that Google has
changed its search algorithm
making it “fussier” in how it rates
websites for ranking them.
Specifically, we’re advised, Google is
rejecting sites stuffed with keywords and
sites that readers would not value highly.

It seems that the system of ranking is
going back to some of the fundamentals
of the original purpose of the web – to be
a source of useful information rather than
simply a directory of millions of company
advertisements.
The search system is seeking sites that
have content aimed at providing useful
information.
The best ranked sites not only
provide information telling
readers what and how to do
something but also where
applicable, give examples to
show how it is done.
Google is taking the view that
if it doesn’t bring you the most
relevant content when you
search they aren’t doing their
job.

What you say on your
website really does matter

T

he Internet has opened up a
completely new way to reach
customers… but there’s a catch.
Consumers are becoming increasingly
skeptical about straight sales pitches,
ignoring content heavy on marketing
messages.
You need to communicate without obvious
selling.
Why? Articles tapping into needs and
interests of your prospective customers
build your reputation as a subject matter
expert. And a helpful one at that.
The simple truth is that customers are more
likely to buy your products or services if

you’ve helped them without a hard sell.
And that’s one area where Media Support
Services is being frequently called on.
Sometimes having a person from ‘outside
your organisation’ write the articles for you
is a definite advantage because:
a. not having your expertise, the articles
are likely to be written for someone
with less knowledge
b. the ‘outside person’ is more likely
to write in a manner to convey
information rather than ‘sell’
c. you’re not likely to get around to it
because of time constraints.
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Has the
internet killed
off direct mail?
W

ith the internet being so
popular because it costs
so much less to work with,
fewer businesses are using direct
mail.
And that, according to several full time
practitioners of direct mail marketing
has done them a favour. There’s less
competition in the mail box,(especially
business to business) thus enhancing
the chances of direct mail material being
read.
There are, however, some key steps
to increasing your chances of pulling
response.
If you think about the way you read a
newspaper or magazine it’s likely you
notice the advertisements but because
they virtually signal ‘I’m an advertisement’
you pass right on by, not bothering to
read them.
The same goes with direct mail. If the
envelope or what it is that you’re sending
says ‘junk mail’, your chances of someone
reading it reduce immediately.
There are a number of stunts to increase
the chances of your mailing being
opened.

‘Lumpy Mail’
Lumpy mail is inserting something
into the envelope/ package that makes
it stand out so curiosity tempts the
recipient to open it. Whatever is included
must be relevant to the message.
Inexpensive items sometimes used
are: packets of flower seeds: used if
you’re promoting a product that helps
businesses grow; an eraser: wipe away
your troubles; USB stick; toy soldiers and
so on.
Being imaginative is the key.
One real estate agent we have heard of
sends out a small brown paper bag with
a stamp. It carries a letter that headlines:
“Here’s why there’s no free lunch when
selling your home” - the letter talks about

sellers getting what they pay for and that
discount agents provide a lower quality
service.

Personalised letter
Letters that look personalised such as
those being hand addressed, or the return
address having a personal name, or the
letter carrying a postage stamp instead
of bulk mail barcoding will also have a
greater likelihood of being opened.

The Prospect
In whetting your target’s curiosity to open
the letter it needs to be remembered that
a sale will never be achieved unless the
person receiving the mailing is a quality
prospect.
For instance if you’re marketing a type
of computer software, there’s not much
point in sending a letter to someone who
has no use for this type of software.

The mailing
The mailing has to be to be of interest to
someone who uses this type of software.
What’s more, it has to follow the key
principles of achieving a sale – arouse
interest, create a desire for the product
perhaps by highlighting the problems
that having this product will overcome,
plus it must provide strong evidence that
the software is capable of performing
what the prospect would need it for,
plus make a great offer and have a call to
action.

Multi sequence
Multi sequence mailing generally
performs better than a single contact.
Despite the increase in cost, the ROI from
multi mailing is generally higher.
The second mailing should be about 7
days after the first with the third seven
days later.

How are these for figures?
1. At Wal-Mart, Americans spend
$36million every hour of every day which
translates to $20,928 profit every minute!
2. Wal-Mart will sell more from January
1 to St. Patrick’s Day (March 17th) than
Target sells all year.

3. Wal-Mart is the largest company in
world history, employing 1.6 million
people

4. Wal-Mart has approx 3,900 stores in

the USA – 1000 more than it had six years
ago and within 15miles of 90% of all
Americans.

5. The value of product for Wal-Mart

passing through the port of San Diego
each year is a larger sum than 93% of ALL
countries Gross National Product (GNP

6. Wal-Mart’s head office is located in

Bentonville. Due to this fact, there are
more millionaires per square mile there
than any place on Earth.

7. 92% of everything Wal-Mart sells

comes from China . Another 4% comes
from Chinese owned companies in the
U.S., or in 3rd world Countries.

8. Wal-Mart now averages a “profit” (not
sales) of $36 billion per year.
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You need to become
the “celebrity” agent
in your community. . .
WHEN YOU’RE DEALING WITH THE
PUBLIC YOUR CHANCES OF GAINING
THEIR BUSINESS IS DRAMATICALLY
IMPROVED IF YOU HAVE ‘PROFILE’.

T

he question is, how to achieve
profile without a marketing
budget equivalent to that of
Coca Cola or Bunnings?
According to Craig Forte, creator of the
real estate system, ‘Service for Life’ taking
the trouble to increase profile in the right
manner can take a real estate agency
principal from being just another in the
community to the one with stature – the
most trusted, respected and sought after
agent in the community.
The reason for the importance of this
is the sad truth: you can be the most
competent, honest and trusted agent
in the world, but no one knows or cares
unless they hear It from a credible source.
Being seen as a “credible” source isn’t
about education degrees or designations.
It’s not even about what’s factual. It’s
about the public’s PERCEPTION of who is
an “authority.”
And the best way to become an authority
is to be quoted by the media.
The media is always looking for stories.
They’re looking for things that grab
people’s attention. Stories about real
estate and the local economy fit that
nicely.
And that’s where real estate agents can
come into the picture: simply by giving
editors information about the local
property market which in turn gains free
exposure for their services.

Report
The simplest way is to create a short report
on the local property market – perhaps
making the article a little controversial or
angled in a way to grab people’s attention,

or capitalising on a local item of news then
call the editor to ascertain if he/ she would
be interested in it.
If it’s a good article that’s not simply an
advertising piece, there’s a good chance
they’ll run it and then every now and
again welcome more. Eventually a point
comes when the newspaper turns to you
whenever an opinion on a real estate
matter is required.
The key to having an article published is to
have something worthwhile to say that is
going to be of interest to the publication’s
readers.

Issues
There are plenty of issues that present
opportunities:
For instance, a local government
authority’s move to introduce a rezoning
scheme would be an opportunity to
comment on its affect on local property
values.
Issues that could be commented
upon could be a proposal to develop
a shopping centre, local employment
figures, street-scaping programs, concerns
expressed in the main stream media about
falling property values – on it goes.
It’s a matter of relating articles to
opportunity.

Newsletters
Another good means of gaining credibility
is to simply establish yourself as an
authority through the use of a newsletter
that you distribute to homes throughout
the district.
The key is to ensure the publication will
be interesting to the homeowners. Being

full of properties for sale or material that
simply toots your horn or articles on real
estate in general is not the way to go.
If a homeowner isn’t thinking of selling
at the point in time when a publication
arrives in the letterbox, articles on these
topics are not likely to gain their interest.
However, nearly every homeowner is
interested in:
»» how local property values are
moving,
»» the demand for property in the area,
»» whether anything is arising that will
enhance or endanger local property
values
»» how other people have fared in
selling or investing within the area

Ultimate
The ultimate situation for gaining profile
would be a combination of newsletter and
media. Not many people go to the trouble
of achieving this.
One person in W.A. who has achieved
this brilliantly is property valuer, Gavin
Hegney.
Gavin Hegney has had a newsletter for
many years which was always sent to real
estate agents, investors and the media.
His publication became the ‘go to’
authority on the subject, the media picked
it up and Gavin Hegney now has guest
spots on radio programs and is frequently
quoted.
And as for other property valuers? You
never hear of them so it’s unlikely their
share of market comes anywhere near to
that of his.

www.mediasupportservices.com.au

How do you handle enquiries?
I
n our last edition we mentioned
that businesses lost sales
opportunities by not nurturing
enquiries through believing that if
the enquiry doesn’t convert to an
immediate sale, the prospect of a
sale is dead.
A study reported in ‘Business Direct
Magazine’ found that 77% of potential
sales opportunities represented in longer
term sales leads are abandoned by most
businesses.
An article by Gordon Plutsky of King
Fish Media in ‘Marketing Direct’, a U.S.A.
publication, recently made the point
that marketing had become increasingly
sophisticated through the use of white
papers, Ebooks, webinars and other
material to pull prospects into lead
management funnels, but what was
needed now was more effort with lead
conversion.

quality touches
He said when a prospect has shown
interest but is not ready to commit,
marketing needs to take account of this
by providing a series of quality touches
each giving the prospect authorative,
useful information.
What should these touches look like?
He said in the business community,
narratives such as case studies enable
prospects to participate in the story,
which makes them more open to
internalising a marketer’s message.
In generating prospects, marketing
should aim to build awareness and
focus on creating content that educates
and informs. In the early stages, when
prospects are researching vendors to

50%
salespeople given up

65%
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89%
salespeople given up

Becoming Factor
In Prospect’s Mind
Harvesting low
hanging fruit

Prospect gets
to know you

Irresistible
Relationship

When your prospect is
ready to buy, you have a

90%

chance of being called

learn more about a topic or product
category they often respond well to white
papers and research reports.
Once prospects identify themselves as
a lead—by registering for a download,
asking for the free report or attending
a virtual or live event—marketers then
bring them into the “consideration/short
list phase”.

Case studies
To take them to this next level,
the content should give a deeper
understanding of the offering. Case
studies, testimonials and demos show
expertise and build trust in the company.
As prospects draw closer to a purchase
decision, marketers can help them build
a business case by providing evidence,

You are the only
person to make
eight contacts
with this prospect

Earning top of mind
awareness (TOMA)

demonstrating their products as the
right choice, whether by cost savings,
improved results or mitigated risks.

Customer retention
The content-focused outlook does not
end once a prospect becomes a customer.
Instead, the objective should focus on
retention with an eye toward building
long-term relationships, and turning
customers into advocates. At this point,
marketers should develop content
that continues to inspire customers
convincing them to buy more.
The most sophisticated approach would
be to develop “content plans” with a
schedule to deliver different types of
content based on where a prospect or
customer is in the sales funnel.

Websites that you can update yourself

T

ime and again we’re
approached by companies
that would like their website
updated, only to find that the
person who set up the site has
disappeared and they can not get
access to it.
Or further to that, they haven’t the in
house skills to work on their site.
In order to rectify these problems Media
Support Service’s design department
has developed specialist skills in
developing Content Management

System (CMS) so that after we’ve set it
up there’s no need to keep referring to
an expensive specialist.
Media Support Services helps with:
•
Developing CMS web sites
•
In training personnel to manage
the site
•
Writing text for sites
•
Increasing search engine
optimisation
If you would like a quote to sort out
your website call us on 1300 557 660.

Manage your
own website
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